
Generating, Regenerating or Degenerating? DeReGenerating!

So it seems that all work given from above puts the humanity below to a state of deep
misery. We shall make an important distinction between what is this above. With the
above we might be able to identify a class of governors who more or less are driven by
an ambition of power. Such an ambition is spread on the populace, the humanity below,
who in turn seems to have no other choice but to comply. There might be however the
case  in  which,  among  the  common  folk  who  has  "morally"  accepted  their  "social
destiny", a prophet might arise. Such prophet might have a mystic period in which he
understands that a certain work, the work to elevate oneself to another above then, an
ambition that comes from within and has nothing to do with power but is merely a
spiritual one, such a work is actually joyful.

What gives the prophet the connotation of a "disgrace carrier" comes really from his will
to communicate such joyfulness. The rest of the populace is in fact now too rooted in
the mind set of the power evil organism. The more our prophet prophecies, the more
his once pure message of love might turn into a message of hater. Has anyone lost the
ears to understand? The issue might be of a different matter. The comforts provided by
the power organism has  altered completely  the natural  state  to the point  that  it  is
impossible for a human to give them up. The governing class themselves only second a
beast that has become indomitable and keeps evolving now by itself, technology.  As
many has claimed to think of technology as the extension of humans we shall now think
of humans as the extension of technology.

While  technology  has  in  fact  taken over,  provided now of  its  own intelligence,  the
algorithmic processing, we can see the function of the prophet in a technology governed
reality, as the one who tries to invert the function, turning contemporary technology in
again a human extension.  The issue here is very crucial  for the destiny of humanity
itself. As technology becomes an independent creature, humans only function seems to
be that of giving each other credits to get a ride on it and for different purposes, always
renegotiating  how  these  technically  accelerated  rides  should  occur  and  eventually
deregulating  all  norms  and  devaluing  those  credits,  particularly  when  such  a
technological beast not only takes over the physical faculties but also the mental faculty
of a humanity turned obsolete. 

The above is a typical scenario hindering the new generation to generate itself and the
old generation to allow any regeneration. A certain degeneration seems in fact at the
base of an age in which a technology humans have for centuries utilized as an extension,



has turned in itsown creature. In such a scenario, as the whole of humanity might at last
let  go  to  such  governance,  a  prophet  might  be  able  to  prophesied  a  way  to
reappropriate oneself of one's humanity and this by attempting to govern the governor,
to dominate the beast as one of these beasts the primitive man had to learn to deal
with and eventually subdue and milk. In order to accomplish this, the human capacity
ought to enlarged and traditional conformist mentalities ought to cease to leave space
to a new human able to regenerate itself in the age of physically and mentally dictating
technology.

Here again certain spontaneous sacrifices might be needed to actuate such a process of
gaining control over a new landscape, an effort that cannot start collectively but rather
should be activated individually in each human. The individual human capacity ought to
expand  enough  to  be  around  and  not  within  the  technical  apparatus  currently
substituting  him.  It  is  a  very  actuable  process  only  hindered  by  a  certain  social
conformism and moral or from a "revolutionary" force that still seek a human actor to
accuse. It is at this very stage that inspired humans, prophets, shall acts like kamikaze to
awake with fresh wind all  such a conformism turning humanity into a petrified and
technically alimented plant. The significance of a hero is here very high, however not the
usual kamikaze hero exploding himself in the sleepy crowd but an hero throwing on
such a crowd a conceptual bomb, such as a lifelong martyrdom.  

In this respect we shall consider however the more silent and individualistic revolution
that is slowly taking place, not then the sudden crowd reacting upon the regime, which
has maby more rooted humanity to accept their technical destiny, but rather a pure
evolution of the soul to be able to comply with the technical apparatus. As fire was
utilized to scare and protect the first humanity from the animal beasts, the fire of the
soul is in fact what a humanity lost in the technical landscape is left with. Only with such
a  fire  single  humans  will  be  able  to  scare  the  beast  and  lead  himself  out  of  the
overwhelming  chaos  to  possibly  develop  a  new technology  based  on  such  a  fire,  a
spiritual technology.    


